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ABSTRACT
Evidence suggests that the nationwide production of Science Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics graduates
qualified for employment in the aerospace enterprise is insufficient to meet current and future demand. A unique
program at the Space Science and Engineering Laboratory (SSEL) at Montana State University (MSU) has been
training a new generation of engineers and scientists through direct hands-on immersion in small satellite design and
development. This program jump-starts the college to workplace transition by intimately involving undergraduate
(and graduate) students in the hands-on design, development, test, and flight and operations of space flight systems.
The extracurricular program is based upon the formal academic curriculum of the University, yet furthers that
traditional pedagogical goal by focusing on project-based workgroup learning to develop the specific individual and
collaborative skills required to successfully develop space flight systems. Students progress through several tiers of
a hands-on training pyramid, spiraling through the project development cycle multiple times with progressively
more challenging projects. Project management, systems engineering, interdisciplinary project-based workgroup
interactivity, along with configuration management, formal design reviews, peer reviews, and the full design, build,
test, rebuild, retest, and fly cycle are the cornerstones on which individual space flight hardware projects build the
required skills.
THE AEROSPACE WORKFORCE

In contrast to the early days of the space age, during
which great research universities and Ivy League
schools with world-class reputations developed space
research and engineering centers, today’s centers are
evolving at middle-tier research universities. As those
big-name research institutions close their space systems
training centers in favor of more glamorous in-vogue
cutting edge technologies, the task falls on the middle
tier of research active PhD-granting institutions to fill
the void.

Is there an aerospace workforce problem? Are the
current demands for a highly-trained American
aerospace workforce being met? Will future demands
be met?
Is the level of Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education in
our colleges and universities adequate? Are STEM
graduates being produced in sufficient quantity, and do
these graduates have adequate training to enter the
workforce with sufficient workgroup skills and the
industry-specific experience necessary to immediately
contribute to the enterprise’s bottom line? What can be
done to further enhance the quality of our baccalaureate
and advanced degree graduates to better serve the
aerospace development enterprise? Many of the issues
that these questions point to are complex, with roots
imbedded in policy, legislation, and fiscal realities.
Answers to these questions are not always readily
apparent. Simple answers are elusive. While altering
top level policy, adopting paradigm shifting legislation,
and solving fiscal issues might well address some of the
issues raised by these questions, such solutions are of
tenuous likelihood, or if even possible are, at best, long
term. Operational solutions offering immediate impacts
are being undertaken at a number of research active
higher education institutions.
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This paper describes a program at one such researchactive university in which STEM students are being
taken beyond the traditional university curriculum
through hands-on participation in the full lifecycle
process of designing, developing and operating space
flight systems. Participation in this program jumpstarts their transition from university to industry
transforming today’s students into tomorrow’s
engineers. Students progress through several tiers of a
hands-on training pyramid, spiraling through the project
development cycle multiple times with progressively
more challenging projects.
With each cycle the
individual student integrates more formal knowledge,
grows his or her skill base, and with each new project
takes on more responsible tasks. Each cycle is
completed when the project results in space (or near-
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space) flight of the hardware and its operation in the
intended environment.

•

the ability to defend a technical solution in a peerlevel or superior-level design review

Education professionals and National Science Foundation Program Managers have concluded that smallgroup instruction in STEM education that requires
active involvement of students is the top-most effective
of 13 possible innovations under examination. 1

•

the ability to think creatively to solve a new
problem and the fortitude to make decisions

•

the ability to see the big picture (systems-level
cognizance)

Demographic evidence suggests that the aerospace
enterprise may be facing a workforce shortage of highly
trained scientists and engineers and project managers at
present and in the near future.2, 3 A 2006 NASA
Workforce study reported that “Over the next five
years, over 25 percent of the NASA workforce will
become retirement eligible.”2 These, and many other
studies suggest a growing and ominous cloud on the
horizon under which the numbers of workforce entrants
with the highly-specialized skills required of
professional and management aerospace industry
workers is not adequately being met with properly
trained U.S. and/or U.S. naturalized citizens.

•

establishment of self-confidence in their ability to
perform

•

presentation and communication skills (oral and
written) and human relations skills

•

the necessity of configuration management and the
importance of formal documentation

•

experience with customer-client relationships

•

working to a schedule

•

recognition of the interpersonal relationships
required for successful teamwork

While the program described herein specifically deals
with the space domain portion of the much broader
aerospace enterprise, the experiential training practices
described here are readily transferable to other domains
within aerospace, and even to other high tech
enterprises.

Only by immersing the student in actual hands-on
practice in an interdisciplinary work-group team
environment will they acquire the all-important skills
required to be productive, performing members of a
professional government or industry team. Peers
working together distill their individual knowledge
conceptualizing it into the larger context and as a result
of the feedback that occurs when they explain and
receive explanations from one another they gain a
deeper perspective of the task at hand.1

The highly specialized skills required of professional
and management level aerospace industry personnel is
not adequately being met by the traditional lecturebased education offered in our nation’s colleges and
universities. Whether their degree is in Mechanical
Engineering,
Electrical
Engineering,
Physics,
Mathematics, Computer Science, or any of the other
STEM disciplines, all students learn the fundamental
technical skills required to practice their profession.
Indeed this is the traditional role of the higher education
enterprise. The problem for a discipline like aerospace
is that the traditional curriculum does not prepare the
“fresh-out” graduate with a full tool set to immediately
practice the discipline. Frequently lacking are such
necessary skills as those involving project management
and systems engineering.3 Also lacking from the
traditional curriculum structure is the opportunity for
the individual to interact cooperatively as a member of
a productive and harmonious interdisciplinary goaldirected team comprised of members with many
different skills. Consequently many highly desirable
skill traits are underdeveloped, including:
•

The academic curricula are already filled with essential
course material. Adding new courses that teach these
specialized skills can have an impact, but at the
potential expense of some other area of the curriculum.
Many baccalaureate engineering graduates already
require five years to complete their ABET-accredited
curricula. There is little room for additional course
work. Even when additional classes can be squeezed
in, does that approach yield the best results? For
example a course sequence in space systems
development might take place over one or two, or even
three semesters. Even with the addition of a laboratory
component; how realistic is it that this additional
classroom exposure will provide the operating skills
and trial and error experiences outlined above? It is the
nature of academic coursework that students are
conditioned to fulfill the course requirements, while
maximizing their course grade, and, with that course
behind them, to move on to the next course, putting the
knowledge gained in the last one into the memory
repository for later retrieval. Space systems courses

the ability to find an alternative technical approach
to achieve a better system solution; flexibility and
compromise
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have a role to play; however there is no substitute for
additional long-term, significant, and meaningful
practice of the discipline to enhance and embellish on
the classical academic program. The ability to put new
knowledge to practice, while that knowledge is still
fresh, distills the knowledge into an operating skill.

career is right. Not all students who enter the program
find the hard work, and the long, and sometimes
irregular hours required to deliver qualified space flight
articles on time, to their liking. Some chose to leave
the laboratory in favor of other, less demanding, and
potentially less mentally stimulating careers. Those
who stay the course are the ones who are excited about
dedicating their career to the space enterprise. They
come out of the process with a BS, MS, or even PhD,
and credentials demonstrating that they are ready to hit
the road running. Through their participation with our
corporate partners and collaborators described below,
many of these students have already been locked in by
an employer well before they graduate from the
program.

We describe an adaptation of cooperative classroom
learning as described by Maihof4 employed, in this
instance, outside of the formal classroom that retains
most of the positive attributes of cooperative learning.
Attributes include development of a feeling of group
identity and collective responsibility for the creation of
the end product. The identification of specific
interdependent individual roles for each member of the
team results in a sense of personal accountability on the
part of the individual. Another important attribute of
our cooperative group environment is the creation of an
atmosphere that fosters development of an espirit de
corps among team members. Individual skills
developed in this environment are those listed in the
previous bulleted list on this page.

THE MONTANA PROGRAM
The commitment of the University
Our program owes a substantial measure of its success
to the encouragement received by the institution.
Montana State University (MSU) is Montana’s Land
Grant and Space Grant institution of higher learning
located in a Rocky Mountain setting in Bozeman,
Montana in southwestern Montana. MSU is the primary
technical university in Montana with full undergraduate
and PhD graduate programs in most of the engineering
and physical sciences disciplines. Approximately
13,000 graduate and undergraduate students are
enrolled.
The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching recognizes MSU as one of
96 research universities with "very high research
activity", their highest classification. Other institutions
in this category include Yale University, Harvard
University, Johns Hopkins University, the California
Institute of Technology, the University of Washington
and Oregon State University.5 Carnegie determined
tier placement by looking at research and development
expenditures, science and engineering research staff,
and doctorates awarded. In FY2006 MSU’s extramural
research expenditures exceeded $103M and for FY2005
research expenditures were $98.4 million. (figures for
FY2007 are not yet available). About 64 % of our
students are from Montana, 32% are other US, and 3%
are foreign as of fall 2007.

This cooperative/collaborative concept forms the
wrapper around the solution adopted by the Space
Science and Engineering Laboratory (SSEL) at
Montana
State
University
(http://www.ssel.
montana.edu/home/)
Specifically
we
provide
opportunities for the acquisition of specific aerospace
skills concurrent with the formal curriculum, yet
outside of the classroom through hands-on exposure by
immersion in the cradle-to-grave process that results in
the flight and operation in space of a functioning asset.
Most college and university students, these days,
engage in a multitude of activities beyond the
classroom. Many take on part-time employment, often
at menial jobs to raise a bit of spending money. Others
engage in student governance, community service, and
religious and social activities. As an alternative to
menial employment, students who have the opportunity
to participate in career building, resume-bolstering
employment that directly impacts their future
employability in their chosen career are extremely
advantaged. They are able to transfer classroom theory
to actual practice, and they ‘buy-in’ to their profession
with new enthusiasm. With that direct hands-on
experience they have the opportunity to choose from
multiple attractive employment opportunities upon
graduation. Despite earning wages only somewhat
above minimum wage, students eagerly take advantage
of these opportunities to both embellish their career
preparation and to explore future career choices before
they commit to particular employment.
For the
employer this means hiring a “fresh-out” who not only
has practiced the skills for which he or she is being
hired, but who has already decided that an aerospace
Klumpar

The Montana State University (MSU) vision states our
commitment to the integration of learning and the
discovery of knowledge. As stated by MSU President
Geoff Gamble: “By requiring a research or creative
experience of all undergraduate students, we provide
active, hands-on learning experiences that best prepare
them for success in their chosen fields”.6
The activities engaged in by the SSEL are held in high
regard and are encouraged by the administration.
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Encouragement and support from the President, the
Provost, the Vice-President for Research and
Technology, and the Office of Sponsored Projects are
readily offered and are essential to the success of any
such entity. Participation in a meaningful research or
creative experience as an undergraduate student is both
valued by and recognized by the administration as
essential for today’s graduate from the institution. No
such laboratory can develop and grow without such
commitment from the highest offices at their respective
institution.

design, development, test, and flight and operations of
space flight systems. The program relies upon the
formal academic curriculum of the University, yet
furthers that traditional pedagogical goal by focusing on
project-based collaborative workgroup learning to
develop the specific collective and individual skills
required to successfully develop space flight systems.
Project
management,
systems
engineering,
interdisciplinary project-based workgroup interactivity,
along with configuration management, formal design
reviews, peer reviews, and the full design, build, test,
rebuild, retest, and fly cycle are the cornerstones on
which individual space flight hardware projects are
undertaken to build the required skills. Individual
students spend two to four years in this environment,
developing their skills and spiraling through the project
cycle multiple times with progressively more
challenging projects. With each cycle the individual
student grows his or her skill base and with each new
project takes on more responsible tasks. Projects result
in space (or near-space) flight of the hardware and its
operation in the intended environment to complete the
cycle. The result is that as new-hires, program
graduates are ready to contribute immediately as
productive employees to the corporate bottom line.

Founded in science; fortified by formal engineering
Our flight projects are motivated by space science
objectives. Each flight program is either a direct
scientific experiment, or the flight development test of a
subsystem or technology intended to support future
space science investigations.
Specific science
motivation is grounded in, what is currently known at
NASA as, the Heliophysics Discipline. Heliophysics is
the science of the Sun-Solar system connection. The
discipline explores the heliophysical system to
understand the Sun and its effects on the Earth, the
solar system, space environmental conditions that are
experienced by human and robotic explorers, and
enable technologies that enhance life and society.”7
Understanding of the fundamental physical processes of
the space environment will pave the way to the
capability to predict Space Weather. An internationally
recognized solar physics research group exists at MSU.
Faculty and staff in the Physics Department’s solar
physics group and SSEL faculty and staff are conjoined
in the pursuit of space research. The SSEL is the space
flight hardware development entity.

Figure 1 depicts this pyramidal approach. For each
student the pyramidal spiral begins with small, lowcost, short-cycle projects under local control (fully
recovered sounding balloon payloads reaching in excess
of 100,000 ft, in-house custom-built high power
rockets) with frequent launches and frequent reflight
opportunities (8 to 12 per year). At this first tier,
students are getting “hooked” by doing exciting, but
low-level,
experiments
with
frequent
field
opportunities. They are being challenged to be creative
and they experience, often for the first time the
interdisciplinary teaming environment. They are being
scrutinized with respect to their work habits, their
ability to learn, and their potential to contribute.

A tiered program of aerospace training at MSU
College and University graduates typically have the
fundamental technical knowledge required to become
productive employees.
However, their university
education often under-prepares them to enter the
workforce with sufficient workgroup skills and the
industry-specific experience necessary to immediately
contribute to the enterprise’s bottom line. As a result,
new hires are often shuttled off, for weeks or months, to
full-time training activities, managed by the employer.
The expense is a double whammy: lost productive time
and the expense of the training staff. Space systems
design and engineering, with its emphasis on rigid
procedures and well-honed processes and procedures,
and its particular dependence on interdisciplinary work
teams is especially subject to this issue.

In the second and third tiers of the pyramid, students
advance to the development and flight of their payload
systems on large professional balloons (multi-million
cubic foot) or sub-orbital (Terrier-class) sounding
rockets. Such second tier opportunities occur
approximately once per year, on average. These
students have demonstrated potential, and are being
challenged to distill their academics into useable skills.
At this level some begin to take on management and
systems engineering level responsibilities.

The SSEL program jump-starts the college to
workplace transition by intimately involving
undergraduate (and graduate) students in the hands-on
Klumpar
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In the next section we describe some of these flight
projects
Specific SSEL Flight Projects
The Montana Earth Orbiting Pico Explorer (MEROPE)
Pyramid Tier 4. MEROPE was developed during the
period from January 2001 through July 2006. It was a
CubeSat-class satellite weighing 1 kg with overall
dimensions of 10 x 10 x 10 cm. It carried a scientific
payload: a Geiger-Mueller detector intended to measure
energetic electrons and protons in the low altitude horns
of the Van Allen Radiation Belts. MEROPE was a
NASA/Montana Space Grant Consortium project. No
kit parts were used. The entire satellite, and virtually
all of its subsystems were designed and built from
‘scratch’ by the student team. A commercial hand-held
Ham transceiver (Yaesu VX-1R) was modified in the
laboratory to serve as the satellite communications
portal, and an experimental high voltage power supply
was designed and built by Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) and donated to the project to supply the ~600
volts required by the payload. Bare triple junction
Gallium Arsenide solar cells were furnished by
Lockheed Martin Corporation, and assembled into solar
panels by the students.

Figure 1: The Spiral Development Pyramid for
aerospace experiential training at Montana State
University’s Space Science and Engineering
Laboratory
Proceeding further toward the apex of the pyramid are
the orbiting missions, ranging from STS-borne, ISS
externally mounted payloads, to free-flyer small
satellites ranging in scale from the 1-3 kg CubeSat-class
to the 30-50 kg University NanoSat-class. Clearly,
owing to the expense of orbital access, these
opportunities occur less frequently; about once every
two to 5 years. This rate has historically been too
infrequently for most students to participate in the full
project life cycle on an orbiting mission. As more
rideshare and secondary payload carriers are developed
and more launch opportunities become available, and as
more players (e.g. government and industry) recognize
the utility of very small satellites we are seeing an
encouraging upward trend in the occurrence frequency
of tier 4 flights.
Students at this level have
demonstrated skills. Some are managing the projects,
others are leading subsystems teams, and others are
performing technical tasks. All students work in
interdisciplinary teams, and all students are exposed to
the “big picture” process of developing flight qualified
space flight hardware. All students are also closely
mentored by faculty and by laboratory professionals.

Figure 2: The MEROPE CubeSat-class satellite
shown in the SSEL cleanroom in flight-ready
configuration. Students Keith Mashburn (L) and
Sean Kirn (R) are holding the satellite.

Near the apex, a position we aspire to achieve, student
payloads will reach outer space to travel among the
planets, and orbit, land on, and/or traverse over solar
system bodies. These opportunities are truly rare, and
are highly unlikely to represent opportunities for
individual students to experience the full project cycle
as students in the foreseeable future.

MEROPE, shown in Figure 2, was the first project of
the SSEL and, in retrospect, was an overly ambitious
project to have been undertaken by a brand new
organization beginning with no other laboratory
facilities than an empty room, and no personnel other
than a single faculty member and a group of eager, yet
un-initiated (in space systems development) students.
What was erroneously (and naively) thought to be a 1year project took five years to complete. By the time it
was delivered in final flight-qualified form in the spring
of 2006 a group of more than 200 students had
participated in the project at MSU, and substantial

Project support for our flight programs has come from
NASA, DARPA, AFOSR, AFRL, Swales Corporation,
Lockheed
Martin,
Northrup-Grumman,
the
NASA/Montana Space Grant Consortium and others.
Klumpar
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laboratory capabilities had also been built up. Many of
these early students learned the hard way what it takes
to design, build, and qualify hardware for space flight,
and despite their trials and tribulations the multitude of
frustrations they experienced, some of them have gone
on to strong careers in aerospace. They are among us at
SmallSat meetings.

One SSEL experiment is monitoring the continuous
operation of a COTS-components electronics system
designed and built at SSEL to test radiation
susceptibility of commercial parts and our ability to
recover from faults. Electronics under test include
microprocessors, DC-DC boost converter, DC-DC buck
converter, flash memory, EEPROMs, analog
multiplexers, D/A converters and other electronic
components and engineering sensors of the type used in
our CubeSats and Nanosats along with programming
routines developed by students to run them. This
operating circuit replicates functions such as power
conversion, command and data handling, memory
storage and memory readout that we implement in our
own operating satellites so that a full test of
functionality in LEO is being conducted.

Materials International Space Station Experiment
(MISSE-6). Tier 4. Through a connection of the
Montana Space Grant Consortium SSEL was offered
the opportunity to develop experiments for the MISSE
program. During the last decade MISSE experiment
carriers have flown on many Shuttle/ISS Expeditions,
each time carrying hundreds of experiments and
literally thousands of materials samples. Originally
totally passive (no power, no telemetry) MISSE
experiments were flown for exposure and subsequent
analysis in laboratories on the ground to determine the
effects of exposure to corpuscular radiation, plasma
effects, solar ultraviolet radiation and atomic oxygen in
LEO.

The second microprocessor-controlled experiment is
testing the lifetime against failure of lightly tensioned
polymer lines and various treated and untreated tether
materials against atomic Oxygen and solar ultraviolet
radiation exposures. Each of the eighteen lines (Figure
4) selected for test are attached to a microswitch under
slight tension. The state of each microswitch is
interrogated every 90 minutes during the 8-12 month
duration of the mission. Change of state of a switch
from closed to open will indicate that a line has
stretched or broken and the time of occurrence will be
logged (with 90-minute resolution) and stored for later
analysis. Both experiments are powered by an ISS
power bus, and several parameters on the state of each
experiment are logged every 90 minutes.
The
experiments and their data loggers will be returned to
MSU for analysis at the conclusion of the MISSE-6
exposure period near the end of 2008.

Figure 3: MISSE-6 on International Space Station
Subsequent MISSE payload carriers have evolved to
the present state where some telemetry has been
available (MISSE-5 and the upcoming MISSE-7), and
power is being supplied by ISS. As a result many of
the experiments on MISSE-6, including the two SSEL
experiments, are powered and are actively logging and
storing data for subsequent retrieval during an EVA,
and return to Earth for timeline analyses of stored data
as well as laboratory analysis of samples.
The MISSE-6 Payload carriers were delivered to ISS by
the Endeavour (STS-123) in March 2008 and installed
on the “back porch” of the Columbia Module during a
spacewalk by astronaut Robert Behnken on March 22,
2008. Figure 3 shows the two MISSE-6 payloads
mounted on Columbia as the Shuttle Endeavour
departed Station on March 24, 2008.

Klumpar

Figure 4: The SSEL MISSE Materials experiment
showing the sample lines connected to their
microswitch banks
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would deploy a survivable conductive Hoytether9 space
tether up to a kilometer in length. Properly deployed,
the motion of the conducting tether through the
geomagnetic field causes an electrical current to flow
through tether that closes in the local plasma.10 The
energy to supply the current is taken out of the motion
of the orbiting system. The result would be to deorbit
the booster in a fraction of the time relative to normal
atmospheric drag. 11 The tether end-mass BarnacleSat
carries instrumentation to analyze the motion of the
tethered system, transmitting this information to Earth
through the Montana tracking station until reentry is
achieved. More than 40 MSU and Montana Technical
College students have worked on the development of
BarnacleSat.
One Masters thesis in Mechanical
Engineering resulted from the development effort.
Much of the miniaturization of the satellite subsystems
that was driven by accommodation of the
proportionately large payload (the tether deployer
occupied approximately 60% of the available volume)
have been carried over to our Explorer-1 Prime Cubesat
described below.

Funding support for this project came from internal and
MSGC funds. Approximately 12-15 students and a
recently graduated engineer, working as an interim
employee, were involved in the design, development
and test of these experiments over the course of
approximately three years. MSU students participated
in the delivery and integration of the experiments in the
clean room at NASA Langley. Additional students will
be involved in the future in the testing of ground
controls and the analysis of returned data and samples.
BarnacleSat. Tier 4.
When Ecliptic Enterprises
Corporation. announced the development of their
RocketPod carrier as a potential platform for carrying
very small ejectable payloads into space in a pod
located outside of the fairing on the upper stage of an
ELV booster (e.g. Delta 2), we formed a team of
students at SSEL to rise to the challenge of building the
first satellite designed specifically to use this capability.
The RocketPod carrier is designed to utilize the same
EELV interface as Ecliptic’s very successful externally
mounted RocketCam pod.8 Once in orbit a CubeSatPlus could be ejected into orbit from the RocketPod.

The University Nanosat Program Projects (Maia and
SpaceBuoy). Tier 4.
The Air Force Research
Laboratories has, since 1999, conducted the University
Nanosatellite Program (UNP).12 The University
Nanosat Program is a joint program between the Air
Force Research Laboratory’s Space Vehicles
Directorate (AFRL/RV), the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR), and the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). The
objectives of the program are to educate and train the
future workforce through a national student satellite
design and fabrication competition and to enable small
satellite research and development (R&D), payload
development, integration and flight test. Every two
years a BAA is released by AFOSR for proposals from
US universities for mission concepts. In each cycle
approximately a dozen proposals are selected for a twoyear AFOSR-funded design and prototype build phase
that culminates in a final flight competition review to
select one (or more) missions to go into flight
development followed by launch by the DoD Space
Test Program. An extremely important element of the
Nanosat Program is the interactions with professional
engineers, through training events and design reviews
held throughout the development cycle. A series of
illustrated expert telecons is held regularly during the
first year of each cycle, where all teams receive expert
guidance from an expert technologist in some area of
space systems development or management.

Figure 5: BarnacleSat (right) next to the Ecliptic
Enterprises Corporation RocketPod
Montana’s BarnacleSat satellite was built for a potential
test flight of RocketPod.
Figure 5 shows the
BarnacleSat prototype being integrated into the
RocketPod for a deployment test.
The MSU
BarnacleSat mission would carry a 1-km long
electrodynamic tether manufactured and supplied by
Tethers Unlimited Inc. (http://www.tether.com),
Bothell, Washington. Upon delivery of the booster’s
primary payload into orbit, and with the upper stage
safely out of range of the primary, BarnacleSat would
be ejected from the RocketPod. With one end of the
tether still attached to the RocketPod, the satellite
Klumpar
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developing its selected mission for the Nanosat-5 cycle.
Both our Maia (NS-3) and our SpaceBuoy (NS-4)
missions are science-motivated. Specifically these
missions carry detector systems to, respectively,
measure variations in the trapped energetic particle
populations near Earth, and to measure ionospheric
density and total electron content (TEC) in the
ionosphere. A primary goal of both missions is to
demonstrate the capability to conduct these critical
space weather measurements from very small satellites
(<50 kg) that would ultimately be flown in large
numbers as operational constellations to perform global
measurements for assimilative models designed to
predict and forecast space weather. During the two
year development of the Maia program scores of MSU
students were involved. In addition students from the
Creativity Forge at Montana Tech of the University of
Montana in Butte machined parts designed by MSU
students, and students from Salish Kootenai College on
the Flathead Indian Reservation in Pablo, Montana
participated in the project as interns.

complete requirements documentation, develop ICDs,
conduct engineering analysis, and develop detailed
fabrication plans and engineering drawings before any
hardware is fabricated. Some breadboard brassboard
development takes place during the later part of those
first 16 months. The use of proper engineering
processes and procedures is stressed and held as a
higher goal than the fabrication of unsupported
undocumented hardware.
The Fiftieth Anniversary Commemorative Reflight of
the Explorer-1 Science Mission (Explorer- 1 Prime).
Tier 4. Following the launch loss of MEROPE and the
loss of the ability to perform its science mission we
undertook a new development project for flight of a
Geiger-Mueller detector into the horns of the Van Allen
Radiation Belts. In early 2007 with the fiftieth
anniversary of the January 31, 1958 launch of
America’s first Earth orbiting satellite rapidly
approaching we started developing the Explorer-1
Prime mission (E1P).
E1P uses heritage from
MEROPE, and the miniaturized satellite subsystem
developments that took place under BarnacleSat. E1P
is a Montana Space Grant Consortium Cubesat-class
satellite. Its mission is to detect the Van Allen radiation
belts in honor of the 50th anniversary of Explorer-1,
America's first satellite that first discovered the cloud of
highly energetic electrons trapped in the Earth's
magnetic field.
E1P is carrying carry a miniature Geiger tube donated
by Dr. James A. Van Allen (just a few months before
his passing) using it to measure the intensity and
variability of these electrons in low earth orbit.

Figure 6: NanoSatellite-class satellites. a) Maia (L);
b) SpaceBuoy Design (R)

E1P is demonstrating software technology developed at
SSEL that uses a popular chip radio to close a digital
data link with standard ham radio hardware allowing
people around the world to contact the satellite and
download science and housekeeping data. As of this
writing (summer 2008) the satellite is in flight build.
We are working a potential launch opportunity that
would see a launch before the end of the Explorer-1
anniversary year. A team of ~18 students under the
leadership of a Physics PhD student as Project Manager
is currently working to finish the satellite and complete
flight qualification for delivery for launch in third
quarter of 2008. Figure 7 shows the E1P satellite in its
prototype “stacksat” configuration.

The current (Summer 2008) SpaceBuoy team consists
of about twenty students led by a mechanical
engineering graduate student as Project Manager, and a
recent Computer Science graduate employee as Lead
Systems Engineer. Most SpaceBuoy students have
been seasoned by participation in other SSEL projects,
however some newly engaged students also participate
in the program. As with all of the SSEL projects the
student team is closely supervised and mentored by
faculty and professionals.
Figures 6a shows the Maia satellite during its fit check
with the Planetary Systems Corporation 15-inch
motorized
LightBand
Separation
System
(http://www.planetarysystemscorp.com/).
Figure 6b
shows the complete SpaceBuoy structural design and
payload layout prior to the beginning of fabrication. Of
the twenty-four month development cycle, our AFRL
NanoSat projects typically require ~16 months to
Klumpar
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demonstrate functionality in the laboratory in a package
that approximates the volume available in a doublelength CubeSat payload volume (10 x 10 x 20 cm). This
experimental effort involves many multidisciplinary
teams of students studying immunology, cell biology,
microbiology, mechanical and electrical engineering,
computer science and computer engineering. Figure 8
shows the RPIR hardware build (top) and a rendering
(bottom) shows the current design concept.

Figure 7: Explorer-1 Prime in its “Stacksat” held
by MSU CS student Cory Wiltshire
Real-Time Physiological Immune Recruitment system
(RPIR). Tier 4 Technology Development. Exposure to
microgravity in spaceflight has been demonstrated to
cause alterations in immune responses and research
suggests there is significant correlation of microgravity
exposure with decreased resistance to infection and
slow wound healing. The SSEL, in cooperation with
Bozeman pharmaceutical company LigoCyte, funded
by a NASA grant, is designing and building a satellite
experiment referred to as the real-time physiological
immune recruitment system (RPIR) to observe the
human immune response in the microgravity conditions
of earth orbit. The RPIR free-flying satellite based
experiment will have an artificial blood vessel (a glass
tube lined with endothelial cells) that is circulated with
leukocytes. Interactions of the leukocytes with
infectious agents will be monitored and provide insight
into the impact of microgravity on normal host
responses and immunity. Currently the SSEL is
involved in designing a demonstration model of the
instrument that includes a special differential
interference contrast microscope that will allow
researchers to remotely observe and the computer to
automatically analyze the simulated immune system as
it orbits the earth.

Figure 8: RPIR. The fluid-handling section of the
protosystem, currently in development. Top: Actual
Hardware; Bottom: Design. System includes fluid
reservoirs, micro-solenoid valves and two microperistaltic pumps.
The Multi-Order Solar EUV Spectrograph (MOSES).
Tier 3. MOSES is a high-resolution, slitless imaging
spectrometer that observes the Sun in the extreme
ultraviolet near 304Å. (see Figure 9) MOSES flew on a
NASA Terrier Black Brant sounding rocket from White
Sands on February 8, 2005. The 1,000-pound payload,
which includes an optical bench equipped with highresolution cameras, took pictures of the sun before
touching down underneath a parachute about 80
kilometers down range. The flight ended in 896
seconds, or about 15 minutes. MOSES is a novel
telescope design that uses a multilayer grating for
simultaneous imaging and spectroscopy over a wide
field. The instrument records spatial and spectral
information into images at three spectral orders. The
MOSES sounding rocket solar physics investigation,
was competitively awarded by NASA Headquarters in
2001, and was built at MSU over the course of four
years by a team of undergraduate and graduate students
led by the faculty member principal investigator.

The finished experiment will run for only 15 minutes in
space! Currently the SSEL and LigoCyte are working
on a demonstrator that is fully automatic but not for use
in space. The goal of the current development is to
Klumpar
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MOSES-1 has been the subject of several scientific and
technical papers and a Physics PhD thesis is in
preparation.
A MOSES-2 follow-on project was
awarded by NASA in 2007 for a flight in 2010.

Figure 9: the Multiorder Solar EUV Spectrograph
payload being readied for integration in the SSEL
clean room.
Re-Entry Structures Experiment (RESE) Sounding
Rocket Inertial Measurement Unit PnP Experiment.
Tier 3. At 0645 AM (MDT) on September 20, 2007 a
Terrier Sounding Rocket lifted off from White Sands
New Mexico carrying an SSEL built payload (Figure
10). The AFRL Re-Entry Structures Experiment
(RESE) carried seven payloads on a hypersonic ride
over the New Mexico desert, crashing into the desert
near the White Sands National Monument. The single
stage Terrier carried seven different payloads from
government and industry, including an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) designed and built by SSEL
students and staff. The MSU IMU, the only university
experiment on the payload, carried accelerometers, rate
gyro sensors, and a temperature and pressure sensor to
measure vehicle dynamics during the sub-orbital flight.
Senior MSU/SSEL EE student Dave Catania, designed
and built the IMU and its accompanying Data Recorder.
Marshall Clark, SSEL Engineer and recent MSU
graduate designed and built the packaging for the MSU
Data Recorder, which flew in a tiny compartment in the
nose tip of the rocket. The flight was billed by AFRL
Program Manager Steve Buckley as "the hottest ride
ever" for a Terrier-boosted payload. The aggregate
payload tested performance of various systems to
particularly high velocities with significant atmospheric
heating. Data from the experiments was telemetered to
ground and the vehicle crashed into the desert at the end
of the test. MSU data will be used to characterize the
flight dynamics. The MSU project was sponsored and
funded by the Air Force Research Laboratory.

Klumpar

Figure 10: RESE launch from White Sands Missile
Range
Deep Space Testbed High Altitude BalloonEngineering Flight (DSTB) Tier 2. An engineering test
flight of the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center’s
Deep Space Testbed provided an opportunity for
university-developed payloads to be carried aboard a
high altitude balloon flight from NASA Columbia
Scientific Balloon Facility in Fort Sumner, NM in June
of 2005. An MSU student team designed built and flew
a cosmic ray experiment to assess the radiation
environment near NASA's Deep Space Test Bed
balloon-borne gondola. Interactions with NASA/MSFC
scientists and engineers and with technical personnel
from the National Space Science and Technology
Center provided a rich experience for the students. The
opportunity to propose was brokered through the
Alabama Space Grant Consortium who, along with
MSGC provided funding support for the SSLE project.
The opportunity for students to participate in the launch
and flight of a “big science” balloon carrying several
thousand pounds of hardware to 120,000 feet over New
Mexico and Arizona was an unforgettable experience.
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The High Altitude Student Platform (HASP) (Tier 2)
program at Louisiana State University is currently
offering similar experiences for university payloads
with annual flights. The HASP flight program is
supported by the NASA Balloon Program Office (BPO)
and the Louisiana Space Consortium (LaSPACE).
MSGC BOREALIS student teams provided a payload
to capture dust grains in the upper atmosphere for the
flight in 2007, and are preparing for a 2008 reflight.
Montana Advanced Rocket Systems (M.A.R.S.) Tier 1
Montana Advanced Rocket Systems (M.A.R.S.) is a
student engineering and development group working on
rocket propulsion and innovative support systems
necessary for the launch and testing of reusable flight
vehicles. It is operated with private and SSEL funding.
The organization consists of undergraduate students
from various disciplines and recent graduates. There is
also involvement with other academic groups,
government agencies, and private companies. Figure 11
shows a M.A.R.S. rocket static motor test and launch of
the S3 rocket.

Figure 12: BOREALIS latex balloon being prepared
for launch
The core BOREALIS team is composed of student
pursuing studies in physics and engineering and is
mentored by research faculty at MSU. Students gain
hands-on experience in designing, building, and flying
their own experiments. BOREALIS provides an
affordable, reusable vehicle to study Earth and space
science in addition to providing a platform to evaluate
technology and hardware in the near reaches of space.
BOREALIS operates as high as 110,000 feet, or above
99.5% of the Earth’s atmosphere. The BOREALIS
team works closely with the SSEL providing students
with an opportunity to work with space hardware
during its development. In excess of sixty payloads
have been launched with a 100 % recovery success rate
in the seven years of operation. Eight to twelve flights
per year are flown, predominately within Montana.
Students are recruited from all 19 Montana MSGC
affiliate colleges and universities to participate as
interns each summer. A second complete ballooning
program has been spawned at the University of
Montana in Missoula

Figure 11: Montana Advanced Rocket System static
motor firing and S3 launch
Balloon Outreach, Research, Education, and Landscape
Imaging System (BOREALIS). Tier 1 BOREALIS is
the Montana Space Grant Consortium’s high altitude
balloon program. (http://spacegrant. montana.edu
/borealis). BOREALIS aims to provide students with
access to the near space environment for experiments
and research projects. Students work and learn about
space hardware in a multi-discipline environment
focusing on teamwork and cooperation between
different research groups.

Instilling Proper Processes and Procedures

Basic low-cost latex weather balloons (Figure 12) are
used to loft up to twelve pound payloads into the
stratosphere.

Klumpar

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges has been the
struggle to implement aerospace industry processes and
procedures in this setting. The establishment of proper,
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yet appropriate, processes and procedures has been
arduous to develop and has been slow to gain
acceptance by the participants. Students, by nature, are
not predisposed to meticulous planning and written
documentation. The norm for most individuals is to
form a mental picture of the widget to be built, and
proceed into the shop to commence fabrication with
little more than a sketch on a napkin. There is initial
resistance on the part of the students to follow the
process by which requirements are written down, and
are flowed from top level mission requirements to
systems-level and to subsystems level requirements,
which in turn lead to written technical solutions and
fabrication plans.
Equally challenging is the
implementation of configuration control and document
management, with the final result being an as-built
documents library. Scheduling, schedule adherence,
and schedule maintenance is equally challenging,
particularly when the performers periodically have
other higher-priority deadlines (e.g. homework, course
exams, and even dating).

professionals. It is essential that the students learn
proper procedures and become facile in the use of
industry-accepted technical practices. It would be a
terrible disservice to the aerospace enterprise to allow
bad habits to become ingrained in this jump-start
process. Therefore it is essential that experienced
aerospace professionals carefully mentor and guide the
students. Their role is one that strikes a careful balance
between overly authoritative micro management that
might stifle creativity, and one in which nurturing
guidance as a learned peer prevents disastrous mistakes
from being committed. Achieving this delicate balance
results in an environment that is more personal,
informal and collaborative than the hierarchical
student/professor relationship found in classical higher
education. To our professionals the students are our
colleagues.
Full time faculty may serve in this capacity, however
practical considerations limit the extent of participation.
Faculty are salaried to teach in the formal classroom
setting. Their teaching loads and the multiple other
commitments required of the tenure-track tenureretention process do not necessarily permit timeconsuming extracurricular activities of type described
in this paper. Professional publications derived from
cutting edge research are an important additional
element of the tenure and seniority progression process,
as is the proven capability to bring fundamental
research grants to the institution. Activities of the type
described herein often serve as a distraction from
tenure-qualifying activities. Thus only those faculty
who are so senior that tenure and professional stature
are no longer threats, and those who have a devotion to
hands-on student training will undertake such activities.

Yet it would be a disservice to the future employer not
to develop these practices among our participants. Our
solution has been to evolve a tailored system that
provides a measure of formality appropriate to the
sophistication of our projects. Each student participates
in the formal documentation and control process.
Formal design reviews are held: System Readiness
Reviews, Preliminary Design Reviews, Critical Design
Reviews, are all a part of their repertoire. Graduates of
the program have been exposed to, written, and most
have used formal requirements flowdown documents,
requirements
verification
matrices,
interface
requirements documents, signed-off configuration
documents, engineering change orders, shop orders,
requests for quotes, and so on. Parts inventory control
procedures and manufacturing procedures with
manufacturing planning sheet packages as document
travelers during fabrication and assembly are also
utilized. A formal quality assurance program at a
rigorous level is difficult to achieve. At the working
level, in this environment, certain quality practices can
be implemented, for example the process of designs
being checked by an independent engineer, or printed
circuit layouts being compared against the schematic by
an individual other than the one doing the layout, and
the population of circuit boards being checked by
someone other than the performing technician. In this
way the concept of quality control, and quality
assurance is instilled in the student.
THE ESSENTIAL
PROFESSIONALS

ROLE

OF

Other professionals, e.g. scientists and engineers, who
are willing to risk the vagaries and uncertainties
inherent in a soft-money position and who have a
passion for educating the aerospace workforce must
take up the slack. These professionals walk the delicate
balance described above and can take the time required
to perform the meticulous and constant task of
mentoring and guiding the students. They require
appropriate payment for their services, payment that is
generally outside of the institution’s academic budget.
This salary support, and the operating and hardware and
capital asset funds must come from the beneficiaries of
these activities: federal technology and education
budgets, the industry that directly benefits, and the nonprofit sector.
THE PERILOUS PATH
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH

IN-HOUSE

PROGRAM

Philosophical commitment from one’s institution is
absolutely necessary. Financial resources are also

The teaching and learning environment described above
requires the on-site involvement of aerospace
Klumpar
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required to run the operation and to keep it operating
with state-of-the art facilities and equipment. Public
institutions of higher learning have suffered from a
precipitous decline in financial support from state
legislatures in relative terms. It has been reported that
nationally states have funded a shrinking proportion of
their higher education costs; dropping from 44.8% of
the total in 1980 to 39.2% of the 1990 total, to 32.3% of
the 2000 budget total.13 These budgetary pressures, and
the accompanying increases in student tuition and fees
are know to every parent of college-age students. We
live in an age where institutional budget demands on
operations, capital improvements, and the very
fundamental educational directive of the institutions
more than consume the available funds. Funding at our
higher education institutions for value-added training
that benefits particular industries or areas of national
priority must come from the benefiting industries, from
the non-profit sector and from the federal government.

Overcoming Perils
Our students have benefited from participation in
technical tasks and technical interaction by a number of
industry and government sponsors some with funding,
and some with merely challenging problems for the
students to tackle. The AFOSR/AFRL University
Nanosat program, with programmatic and funding
support from the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research and technical management and mentorship
from the Air Force Research Laboratories in
Albuquerque has already been mentioned.
The Aerospace corporation and NASA Ames provided
an opportunity to rise to the challenging task of flying a
capsule to 90,000 feet on a high altitude balloon. Our
student team not only succeeded in providing the flight
and retrieving their payload, but turned around the next
day to repeat the process due to a payload malfunction
during the first flight. The benefit of the interaction
between our students and the government/industrial
engineers and scientists was immeasurable.

Not only is funding required, but other tangible and
intangible assets are required from these external
beneficiaries of higher education. Access to specialized
facilities needs to be made available. If students are to
participate in the full hands-on experience they need
access to the expensive specialized test and evaluation
facilities that only the government labs and the largest
corporations can house. Shake and vibration facilities,
anechoic chambers, magnetic facilities and emi/emc
test apparatus are beyond the reach of virtually all
universities. While clean rooms, vacuum chambers and
thermal vacuum facilities exist at some institutions,
other smaller institutions may not have access to such
fixed capital equipment. Idle facilities at government
and industry laboratories need to be made available on
a non-interference basis to accredited university groups.
Minimal operator support can both administer the
facility and provide a small level of mentorship to the
student participants for test of their instrumentation in
the visitor facility.

The AFRL and Northrup Grumman Corporation
engaged the laboratory to provide a high data rate
experiment for integration into a plug and play
demonstration system on the AFRL Space Vehicles
Directorate Re-Entry Structures Experiment (RESE)
rocket launch from White Sands Missile Range on
September 20, 2007 (Figures 10 and 13).
The
interactions between MSU students and the
professionals in Albuquerque provided valuable insight
for the students in the importance of meeting schedule
and technical commitments.
Garvey Spacecraft Corporation hosted SSEL payloads
that measured rocket performance on several low
altitude sounding rocket flights in the Mohave Desert of
Southern California providing the students with
valuable field campaign experience.
Through an STTR from DARPA Montana students
worked closely with technical staff at MicroSat
Systems in Littleton Colorado to develop technologies
for parasitic power scavenging and autonomous noimpact drone satellite docking, capture, and undocking
in orbit. A team of four students participated in this
project and one master’s degree student is pursuing an
element of this research for his thesis research.

Portable test and evaluation equipment, power sources,
signal sources, meters, oscilloscopes and other devices
are in constant need. New, state-of-the art items are
expensive to acquire. Industrial and government labs
often replace such equipment on a regular rotation
basis. Serviceable, calibrated items can be donated to
university laboratories with tax advantages.
Access to challenging technical problems and
interactions with professional mentors outside of the
institution are very important in raising the level of
professional development of the students. These
concepts are discussed in a later section.
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Support from the NASA/Montana Space Grant
Consortium (MSGC) has allowed students in Montana
to develop the Montana Earth Orbiting Pico Explorer
(MEROPE) CubeSat that was successfully designed,
built, qualified and delivered for launch in Kazakhstan
in July, 2006. (All eighteen satellites on board were lost
when the DNEPR failed to deliver its satellites to orbit
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on July 23, 2006.) MSGC support has also permitted
the development of the two active SSEL Materials
International Space Station Experiments (MISSE-6)
described on a previous page. Students working on this
experiment have benefited from interactions with
professionals from the Boeing Corporation, Tethers
Unlimited, Inc, and NASA Langley Research Center.

between successive tests. Federal agencies need to
establish programs to make the specialized test facilities
in their research laboratories available to university
experimenters on a non-interference basis.
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate (NASA/SMD) is
to be commended for its fledgling Student
Collaboration opportunities.
Proposers to NASA
scientific flight missions are allowed to propose an
accompanying Student Collaboration (SC) experiment
to be built with very heavy involvement by higher
education students. The most well known of these SCs
is the Student Dust Counter on the NASA New
Horizons spacecraft currently making its way through
the solar system on its way to Pluto. NASA/SMD
recently impaneled a NASA Program Definition Team
for Student Collaborations (SCDT) to further inform
SMD on the value of and methodology for Student
Collaborations. The SCDT issued its final report in
April 2008 with a strong recommendation to NASA to
continue and broaden the Student Collaboration
Program. The report is available from NASA’s Science
Mission Directorate web pages.14

Figure 13: An MSU payload on the AFRL/VSS
RESE sounding rocket exercised PnP capabilities
and measured vehicle dynamics on a September
2007 flight at White Sands Missile Range (photos
courtesy of USAF)

The National Science Foundation is also to be
commended for initiating its CubeSat Program
initiative. In the spring of 2008 NSF announced its
Program Solicitation titled “CubeSat-based Science
Missions for Space Weather and Atmospheric
Research” for proposals.
The planned annual
solicitation
will
“support
the
development,
construction, launch, operation and data analysis of
small satellite science missions to advance space
weather and atmospheric research. Equally important,
it will provide essential opportunities to train the next
generation of experimental space scientists and
aerospace Engineers.” 15

Program Graduates
SSEL, now in its eight year, has produced program
graduates currently employed by AIAA/USU SmallSat
Conference participating companies and organizations.
Among these are Orbital Sciences Corporation,
MicoSat Systems, Space Exploration Technologies
(SpaceX), Southwest Research Institute (SwRI),
SEAKR Engineering, Lockheed Martin, United Launch
Alliance, Boeing, Tethers Unlimited Inc (TUI), NASA,
and other government and university space research
organizations.

While the federal government is already doing much,
there is more that can be done. At the policy level, tax
incentives could be legislated for corporate
participation in providing hands-on opportunities, and
for launch services. Policy could direct, for example,
that unclassified government payloads launching with
excess lift capacity, should take steps to provide rides to
orbit for university payloads.

UNIVERSITY-GOVERNMENT PROPOSITION
We have addressed the perilous path. What is the role
of the federal government in the partnership?
Enhancing educational opportunities and providing for
fundamental research to propel the nation forward are
the domain of the federal government.
A few
enlightened state governments also participate in a very
direct way to promote hands-on aerospace participation
by college and university students: California and
Kentucky come to mind.

THE UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY PROPOSITION
Partnerships and collaborative/cooperative projects can
accrue significant benefits to both universities and to
the collaborating industrial partner.

Government research laboratories house specialized test
facilities funded and maintained by taxpayer dollars.
Many of these facilities sit idle a significant proportion
of the time, while the technical experts on payroll to
operate these facilities log lost unproductive time
Klumpar

What’s in it for industry? For the industry participant,
the relationship can mean early identification of the best
and brightest graduates as potential new hires. The
partnership might involve engaging a university team in
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interesting and challenging corporate R&D problems as
both a collaborator and as a source of inspirational
ideas. University labor rates are significantly lower
than industry. Both the students, and the faculty and
university professional staff bring fresh new ideas to the
approach to the problem and the research facilities of
the university are brought to bear on the project.
Funding R&D at the university may free corporate staff
to pursue immediate business opportunities while
allowing the R&D effort to proceed uninterrupted.
These cooperative research activities can be undertaken
jointly, and intellectual property will be protected
through non-disclosure agreements. Partnering with a
university laboratory through the SBIR/STTR program
can provide industry with university-developed
technologies that may lead to future business for the
corporate partner. In this regard SBIR/STTR partnering
with a university may add to the corporate bottom line,
and the strength brought to the collaboration by the
university team may well lead to a Phase II or even
Phase III effort. Taking in university interns or co-op
students may pay equally rewarding dividends in many
of these same respects.

gatherings is essential for jump-starting students as they
transition from university to workforce. The Annual
USU/AIAA Conference on Small Satellites is a shining
example of this industry university cooperation. In
stark contrast is the annual IEEE Aerospace Conference
in Big Sky Montana where the only student program
has been the “Junior Engineering Program” for K-12
students and where registration fees are in orbit, with no
consideration for university students and faculty.

What advantages accrue to the university? At the
university the students gain tremendous insight on the
industry (and the specific company) for future
employment by working with and talking with
corporate professional staff. The university participants
become exposed to current problems and issues that
face both the company and the industry at large. In
support of industry projects the students hone their
skills, and gain familiarity with the use of the tools of
the industry: the specialized test and development
facilities that are made available to the students to use
at the company labs in the course of the collaboration.
Funding provided by the industry partner to support the
research project at the university goes directly to the
support of that project, with very little overhead
dilution. These funds support student employment that
further their direct experience in the discipline, making
them more productive as new hires and reducing the
cost for additional in-house corporate training.

SUMMARY

THE ROLE OF THE NON-PROFIT SECTOR
Non-profit sector corporate, research, and educational
foundations also have a role to play. Aside from their
obvious ability to provide cash with few strings
attached to develop the necessary infrastructure at the
university, endow faculty positions, and fund student
scholarships, and fellowships, they can also sponsor
student competitive activities in space and aerospace.
Much like the national SAE cars competitions, or the
DARPA Grand Challenge, let’s initiate a contest that
gets university satellites launched and operating in
space and those that perform best and best meet the
contest standards take home the prizes.

Workforce replacements for professional aerospace
retirees with qualified U.S. citizens are inadequate and
worsening.
Programs at our higher education
institutions can turn the deficit around. The program
described here at the Space Science and Engineering
Laboratory has been training a new generation of
engineers and scientists through direct hands-on
immersion in small satellite design and development.
This extracurricular program jump-starts the college to
workplace transition by intimately involving
undergraduate (and graduate) students in the hands-on
design, development, test, and flight and operations of
space flight systems. Traditional academic coursework
falls short of supplying the critically needed skills, and
cannot provide the multi-year hands-on experiences that
accrue to the graduates from operations like the one
described here. A hands-on pyramidal approach with
repeated spirals through the flight hardware
development with increasing sophistication and
increasing responsibility is required to produce
graduates with a full tool set of skills. Support from,
and partnerships with, all of the stakeholders:
government, industry, non-profit sector, and industry
associations is essential for jump-starting the transition
from university to industry.

Industry associations and societies also have a role to
play. Industry associations can (and do) promote higher
education activities. The AIAA has been a co-sponsor
and partner in the AF University Nanosat Program for
many years. Industry meetings and conferences must
encourage university participation by reducing
registration fees to the bare minimum for student and
faculty participants. Travel grants for students should
be made available and program committees should seek
student papers for presentation in the mainstream
conference. Exposure to industry and to industry
professionals through interaction at professional
Klumpar

The students who graduate from the Montana program
are excited about bringing their skills to their new
employer, and are ready to be productive.
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